
SATURN A SILENT BENEFACTOR FOR HILLARY CLINTON WILL 

LEAD HER TO THE ROAD OF SUCCESS AS THE NEXT PRESIDENT 
OF AMERICA. 

 
The position and the transit of Saturn in Hillary Clinton horoscope are 

very encouraging. The planetary transit on the day she made 
announcement in her website and her natal chart transit of Saturn will 

ensure her success. An astronumerolgical analysis does support this 
preposition.  

Some astrological  findings  
 

1. Transit of the Dasa Lord( as per natal horoscope) Sun 11 th 
from the moon sign. 

2. Announcing the presidential candidate on the commencement 

of Sun Dasa. 
3. Sun posited in favorable tara from the Moon, 8th tara, maitra 

Thara in her Natal Chart 
4. On the announcement came on when the Major Planets are in 

a favorable transit.        
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 The Transit of Planets was very favorable on the day on   
announcement. 

           

1 The Lord of the Janma Rasi in the 9th Transit 

2 Ketu in the 6th place from Janma Rasi 

3 Mars transit very favorable in the 10th transit 

4 Four planets were in the 11th house. 

5 Saturn in 5th Place being being aspect by Jupiter and 
aspecting 11th house. 

 

 
 

 
5. The declaration for the candidateship was made on Saturday, 

Ruled by Saturn, was the Janma Rasi Star, Uttrabadra 

Natchaitram. The transit of Saturn was very close to the 
position occupied by her birth Chart. 

 
          

1 Saturn in Natal Chart 28:13 in Cancer ( Atmakaraka) 

2 Saturn in Current 

transit on 21/1/2007 

29:17 in Cancer ( Atmakaraka) 

 The quarter of Asleya Natchatira ,Saturn occupying 
Meenam Navamsa which happen to be her 10th Rasi in 

Birth Lagna 

 
 

6. The transit of Saturn at the point of declaration is very 
interesting, because he becomes Atma Karaka, according to 

Jaimini the most influential planet in horoscope. He occupies 
Meenam Namava. In both the charts(Natal & Birth Chart) The 

Atma Karaka is Saturn which is a rare phenomena. Is Saturn 
a silent benefactor to Hillary Clinton? 

 
 

Uchhe dharmanityata kaivalyam cha. 



 If the Atmakaraka occupies Meenamsa, the person will be fond of virtuous     deeds 
and charities, and will take residence in Swargadi Lokas or will attain to the final 
bliss or what is called by the Sanskrit writers Moksha or final emancipation or 
freedom from rebirths. 
 

 
 

 
Does this mean that Hillary will certainly adhere to the promises made 

during her declaration? 

 
Comparison to her Natal Horoscope. 

 
 

 
 

1) Hiliary Clinton Birth in Mithunam Lagnam,  Sun Dasa started from  
12/02/2006 to 1/12/2012. Her declaration to fight the post of the 

president was during Sun Dasa/ Sun Bukthi. The Transit of Sun was 11 

from her natal Moon. This no doubt gives a positive sign with 
conjunction of four planets, as the eleventh house depict realization of 

ambitions. 
 

2) The Current Dasa Lord Sun occupies Sagitarius Navamsa, whose 
lord is Jupiter which happens to be the 10th house in the natal 

horoscope. Jupiter has a significant role to play as he becomes the 10th 
Lord from her Janma Rasi currently transit a favorable 9th transit from 

26/10/1947 

@ 

8.00pm,Chica

go,Illinois, 

USA 



the moon sign and 2nd from the Dasa Lord. It is very intresting to note 

that Sun occupied the ruled by the constellation of Rahu (Swati), Rahu 
rules number 4 in numerology. Look at the Natchatira parivarthama 

between Rahu & Sun (Rahu in Kartika and Sun in Swati) it is a 
beautiful combination. Sun obtained neecha bangga with Venus 

occupying the own house. 
3) Jupiter in the natal chart is aspecting her 10th house. On the day of 

Declaration Jupiter  aspects her 10th house too. Analyzing the role of 

Jupiter in both chart Jupiter the transit of Jupiter was very favorable 
for the 10th house which is considered as zenith of the Horoscope 
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4) Saturn transit will very favorable for Hillary Clinton as Saturn will 
transit in a good position as per conventional transit  Saturn transit will 

favour her from three lagans at the time of election 4-11-2008 

1 Lagna Transit 

 Lagnam 3rd  transit 

 Chandra Lagna 6th transit 

 Surya Lagna 11th  transit 

Such a very favorable may happen once in life time only for some 

lucky people. 
 

5) Numerological analysis gives some clue to favorable transit 

Number 8 will have a significant influence on Hillary Clinton:- 
Date of Birth of Hillary Clinton=  26-10-1947 

Date of Birth=26=8 Number 8 ruled by Saturn. 
Hillary Clinton= Chaldean Numerology 

 



 
  

 

 
 

 

  
 

6. Numerology will certainly give some clues, even if you calculate for 
most common name as Hillary Rodham Clinton=chaldean numerology 

will a total of =67=13=4 
She is contesting for the post of President of America number 44=8, 

If she wins, she will become the 44th president of America. 
 

7. The date of Election given as 4-11-2008, which gives a combination 
of number as 4 and 7, where four become the ruling number too. 



 

 
Planets on 4-11-2008 

 
 

8. She will become the 44 president of America. The number 44=8 
which she has as her birth number =26=8. 

 
9.On the day of Election Sun will transit with Mars/Mercury in the 10th 

place from radical moon, Saturn will through third aspect on 

Sun/Mars/Mercury 
 

It is very clear that the astro numerological analysis somewhat proving 
that she is the mostly likely candidate for next president of America 

when comparing the transit of Saturn and her ruling Dasa. Saturn for 
Mithuna Lagna as said in Bavartha Ratnakaraga :”Sanisthu misra 

balaga” Saturn will be mixed result.Further more Saturn & Mars will 
cause vipareta Rajayoga as 6&8 lord in conjunction, 9th and 11th lord in 

conjunction. The ruling dasa lord Sun(lord 3rd )Conjunction 1st, 4th,5th 
lord will certainly give good media coverage for Hillary Clinton. 

 
 

Written Finished on 30/1/2007 @t 12:45am  R.S.Maniam 
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